Kroxell Discovers Uranium on Campus; 
Getzenda Will Deal with Foreign 
Power If U.S. Fails to Meet Price

About two weeks ago, as workmen were testing the quality of the soil on certain parts of the campus to determine a possible site for the new library, a startling discovery was made. Professor Kroxell, who happened to be watching the proceedings, picked up a piece of rock that had been discarded in the proceedings and just as he was about to toss it aside, his trained eye caught sight of an unusual vein running through the rock. Hurrying back to the Geology lab he analyzed the rock specimen, and found it to contain a very high percentage of U-238.

After a hurried consultation with Howard Rathsam and other noted campus physicists as well as all the physics majors who were members of Phi Beta Kappa, the analysis was confirmed. A telegram to Washington brought two men from the Atomic Energy Commission in Washington who added their opinion that the trace was one of the purest and richest strikes ever found.

For reasons of security, the Tripod cannot reveal the exact location of this fabulous find, but can say that the position of the third finger of the raised arm on the statue of Bishop Brownell is an important clue in the locating of the vein, which is said to run clear under several of the campus buildings, including several of the freshman dorms.

Dr. Getzenda immediately offered Trinity an unenviable, though very valuable, obligation for the rights to mine the vein. However, Treasurer Getzenda, is reported holding out for a higher sum, even threatening to deal with a foreign power, if his price is not met.

Following the election of Robert Bishop as President of Trinity College, the Board of Trustees adjourned to the clubroom of the Hartford Antiquarian Society to discuss plans for the future development of the college. It is at this meeting that they are shown above: left to right they are Thomas C. O'Keefe, senior member of the Board; Richard H. Young, junior member of the Board; and Harry M. Elder, secretary of the Board. At the extreme right and presiding over the meeting is the newly-elected President, Robert Bishop. The gentleman in the background is Russell H. Hurl, custodian for the Antiquarian Society and host to the group.

Young outlined the new program by which the college hopes to raise seven and one-half million dollars to modernize each college landmark as the sundial, the Bishop's statue, the faculty and the windows in Jarvis dorm.

Has also pointed out the need for a new quad on the south campus, more dorms similar to those already on campus and a reorganization of the book shelves. He informed the Board that the income will come from late book fines, parking profits, and profits from the Union Store. While at present this source is not adequate, he added that new enforcement officials will be hired in an attempt to "exact the student."

President Bishop pledged to do his best to maintain "the fine, high position" that has marked Trinity for the last hundred and twenty-seven years. He added that he hoped to gain enough fame to "forever be remembered in connection with the Bishop's statue."

The Board of Trustees of Trinity College today announced the promotion of Robert Bishop, present Director of Public Relations, to the post of President of the College. The press release from Bishop, Public Relations Director, about Bishop, President-elect, states, "The Trustees consider Mr. Bishop well qualified for the position. The choice was reached after hours of debate during which Mr. Stu Parks was also nominated for the position.

Koenigrassenson Verguldenborgen Bishop has had a long and brilliant career at Trinity College during which he spread the name of Trinity from East Granby to West Granby. Bishop's Public Relations releases have been noted for their brilliant literary style, their razor-sharp wit, and their outspoken veracity. His releases have brought two men from the Atomic Energy Commission, and the Bridgeport Herald (the Bridgeport-American weekly) to the Board of Trustees. Bishop's name has often been linked with the names of Addison and Steele of Spectator fame, while less ardent critics have said, "He is probably no greater than William Allen White."

Fanston to be Governor

The necessity for choosing a new President was last week when Keith Fanston announced, "I am going to be Governor." When contacted by your Tripod reporter, George Conway, progressive Republican Boss of Guilford, Conn., said, "How interesting." Further investigation of the Republican camp failed to shed any more light on the subject, but a visit with Democratic State Senator Rocco D. Pallisti in his headquarters at the Cardinal Grill elicited the comment, "Who's the guy Fanston? I don't know who he is, but I'm damned glad to run him against again."

Further investigation of this new hopelessly confused situation, conducted over an adequate little red wine at Pietro's Pizza Palace at 96 Front Street with D. O. Briscoe, Thompson's mouthpiece, G. Brinton Cooper, revealed that Fanston's original statement did not pertain to recent innovation, the Governorship of Connecticut.

Trinity's New Prexy. R. Bishop, photographed in an informal pose several years ago.
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The Tripod has just received the eagerly awaited announcement from the Inter-Fraternity Council, as to the identity of the queen of the Inter-Fraternity Ball, who was elected last Saturday night at the Hartford Golf Club.

Easily outshining her nearest competitor Miss Eustace U. Bangi, a sophomore at Smith College majoring in Anthropology, drew the unanimous vote of approval from the judges. Your Trip reporter experienced little trouble in getting a beautiful smile from the newly elected queen (see picture at right), as her thoughtful escort, Ned Kulp had just presented her with a box of Sweeties.

Our fashion editor regrets the absence of a corset on Miss U. Bangi's shapely shoulders. Miss U. Bangi replied when questioned about it that she thought a corset might detract from the effect of her strapless, backless, frontless evening gowns (see picture at right).

In conclusion, Miss G.A.U. Bangi Elected Queen of Inter-Fraternity Ball; Choice of Anthropology Major Thrills Greek Letter Men

The Travels of a Coding Queen

Trinity's new Prexy, R. Bishop, photographed in an informal pose several years ago.
New Professor Chosen for Marriage Course

The Trustees of Trinity College have announced the appointment of Professor Ayra Virile as the new instructor of Trinity's marriage course, Phxyn. 1930.

Professor Virile, who comes from Tempe State Agriculture, Military, and Betaentheics College of Tempe-hill, Idaho, brings to our campus a record of achievement unequalled in the memory of the oldest members of the Trinity family.

Professor Virile is quoted as saying: "Besides my regular courses, I will conduct a small seminar for those men interested in extra-curricular activities. After all, studies aren't everything.

DISCRIMINATION!...

It has come to the attention of the editors of the Tripod that there exist on this campus certain organizations called fraternities, which practice quite openly, without even the good grace to attempt to disguise the fact—discrimination. The first great offender is thePhi Beta Kappa Fraternity. These Phi Bates practice the most vicious form of discrimination; they discriminate against men—not because they are anti-social, or demonstrative, or the like—but because they lack individual ability of a very specialized sort. All men who do not conform to this predetermined pattern of intellectual accomplishment—through no fault of their own, are anathema and denied the benediction of Phi Beta Kappa life. A quick check at the record of the members of this fraternity will show how surprisingly small a number of average and mediocre students are admitted. Once initiated the Phi Bates zealously guard their esteemed position. Just think: How many men on campus have ever been in the Phi Bates house?

Two other societies practice this on a lesser scale. They are Pi Gamma Mu and Sigma Pi Sigma. Although there is not the same rigid discrimination in these groups the balance of men of different intellectual backgrounds is way out of proportion. Sigma Pi Sigma even has a sort of second class membership for those who "don't make the grade." However, both of these societies practice another vicious form of discrimination.

Pi Gamma Mu discriminates against men who do not take social sciences. Of all the reasons for picking men to a fraternity what could be more silly than this? Imagine the case of a swell guy whom all the Pi Gammas advise. Mu. He likes the group. He shows up for the meetings, but all are not to the taste. The Pi Gammas are not so concerned about his ignorance in other fields. They object because he is not a sociology major. In short, he is an incomprehensible being.

Sigma Pi Sigma uses the semi-technical phrase "Physics Students, and a few others in closely related fields." This is more broad-minded, but it is still discriminatory, as it implies a QUOTA for non-Physics Students, and the words "closely related" seem to indicate that it would be difficult for an arts major even to receive consideration.

These societies should be thoroughly reorganized. Membership in all should be determined by the lot—the most thoroughly democratized, and should the national object we should force our societies to turn in their charters or get off campus!

N. K. V. B.

Why the Hell?...

Why the hell, with all of our careful planning, did we come out with this two-and-a-half-inch-word space that is absolutely black? We are extremely embarrassed as we examined our copy as it left the Tripod office. We don't have enough energy to write an editorial about discrimination in fraternities or neatness or conformity or any other item which we have diligently explored in other times. We have discussed this problem of great length over two quarts of Ballantine's Beer and have come to a satisfactory conclusion. One of the helpful souls suggested a column of "Did You Know?" facts claiming he knew two-and-a-half inches worth of the damned things. Another suggested an editorial congratulating Bob Bishop on his promotion. And still another suggested that we reprint some of the material from last year's April Fools Day Tripod. After due consideration, however, we have decided merely to explain our unhappy plight and ask the reader's kind forbearance.

Dean Holland, shown on his recent Western trip as he scouts prospective applicants for the Illinois scholarship, on his return, Dean Holland was quoted as saying, "Some of those Illinois boys were so smart that they had me confused.

Which Twin Has the Phonies

In an exclusive interview with another Tripod reporter, Bishop proclaimed, "Heads will roll! The swap-editors," he continued in his matheletic oratorical style, "ain't gonna get away with affiliating the truth to me!" Emphasizing that the primary function of those employed by Trinity College is one of cementing relations with the public specifically, that puppets of the public composed of Messrs. Mather, Clement, Cogey, Mathur, Clement, etc. Bishop bellowed in his stentorian voice, "The dead-end students of Phi Mu Eta have taken place in the highest echelon of policy-making positions! Those Connie have even taken over our student publications. The Party, searching young minds of Trinity students are drinking in their insidious propaganda.

Bishop's career at Trinity has made the college unique in the field of education. Once merely a small, New England college which granted a few degrees to men who had undergone rigorous training in all fields of knowledge, Trinity became "a small-family college with an Episcopal heritage." "A distinguished establishment composed of its faculty, and the College became utterly fatted with the persons, perhaps gentile-approved in the field of commerce and industry," thus covered, and in no time Trinity had acquired the "large metropolitan center in which it is the only small New England college for men" fortunate enough to be located.

When queried as to specific plans following the first meeting between Bishop and the Board of Trustees, our new Prexy mumbled darkly of a "small number of influential" on the faculty, singling out for special criticism the current eloquence of Prof. G. B. Cooper as "a small example of poor Public Relations." Why can't these faculty members time their love affairs to extend well beyond the weekly schedule of publicity releases? pleasantly asked Prexy.

J. Provender Reactionary, former Illinois School, Past Potenti of the BalfalA Ale, prominent Batarian, Elk, Moose, Klavernian, Old Fellow, and Lim, and Trustee of Trinity College, other Late, London, W. England, v/o Miss Margaret R. Windor.
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More Bishop: "Those Connie are everywhere!" chucked Bishop. "In the words of that defender of all the ideals held sacred by the American Legion, Senator Joseph McCarthy, I can cite many instances that Communist infiltration has taken place in the highest echelon of policy-making positions! Those Connie have even taken over our student publications. The Party, searching young minds of Trinity students are drinking in their insidious propaganda.
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How To Play Water Polo
By Roy Asting

The origin of the gentle American sport of water polo undoubtedly has its origin with the early North Americans, in approximately the year 1120. There is unmistakable archeological evidence that the Indians conducted this sport along the shores of Lake Michigan, then known as "the water of the Great God Ash-bal-bani." From the evidence at hand, it is evident that there must have been some attempt to lay down rules for the conduct of the game. Apparently, the object was to transport the "ball" (the Indians used a huge boulder) past a imaginary line, which lay a certain distance past the position of the last man on the opposing team. Needless to say, it had to be careful not to kill a relative intentionally during the fracas, for this would infuriate the presiding God, Ash-bal-bani. It was considered a great honor to be slain in defense of the home goal, however.

When we come to consider some of the more effective modern methods of playing water polo, we should think of a mass-prepared model of the preceding colleges. A football schedule for next fall has also been arranged.

Chief Triztel Wins Intramural Archery

In the annual Trinity intramural archery championship a sophomore, Chief Triztel, from the Peele, represented the Iota Beta Hock fraternity as he swept a startling over hopeful Fred Petersen by a score of 83-19. The title had been held for the past few years by Fin Shaff who was eliminated in the semi-final round by the chief. Selmon-Triztel was the underdog of the tournament in spite of the fact that he was Champion of the Cherokee tribe. Those who did the seeding were still inclined to go along with Shaff however.

Series-Tritzel's parents were both Norwegian, his soul completion consisted of a family of the party's family affairs. His skill as an archer comes from years of practice on the high school team. In his prep school days for Loomis he had the distinction of being the only student in the academy with the ability to shoot the apple off of his math teacher's head. There was only one casualty: a faulty feather, which was a result of his arrows arrow and wounded Mr. Hid, his teacher, in his later lesions.

Stu Parks today announced the winner of the Trinity shuffle board intramural championship. The winning aggregation were members of the Blue-Light club and will represent the school in the intercollegiate championships. The inside story features a tryst by Pacifists in the Westleyan gymnasium造成的 Trinity.

Flash: The physical education department has just announced that Elizabeth Glassow will take over the post as Swim Coach this fall. The Whitmore Memorial pool will succeed Art Christ who is suffering from sagging muscles. Elizabeth was Kentucky Nudist Swimming Champion and was known to her intimate friends (all men) as Cuddles. Stu Parks has announced that the enrollment for this year's swimming classes has tripled overnight. Miss Glassow has promised on threatened dismissal to wear her bathing suit to all classes. Flash: The enrollment for this year's swimming classes has just dropped off 50%. Enroll now, men!—For a term or—Swim

The Trinity Intramural archery championship was won by Chief Triztel, from the Peele, representing the Iota Beta Hock fraternity. The title had been held for the past few years by Fin Shaff who was eliminated in the semi-final round by Chief Triztel. The chief was the underdog of the tournament in spite of the fact that he was Champion of the Cherokee tribe. Those who did the seeding were still inclined to go along with Shaff however.

As was the case all season long, the Heavies led by sub-star Bob Barrows for their star center big Sam Nakano, Sam scored on two field goals and 2 foul shots. It was rumored after the game that the "Hot Shot" Indians of Fort Twin will try to return the favor to the center, which is only topped by Bill G. The mace will be played in New York on the Cardinal Square Gardens court. The Bantams had the semi's with a beating a score of 64-42. The consolation, which was battled both Buckle, 34-36 and Wesleyan 26-25 was an interesting game.

For tomorrow, Nakano has scored on two field goals and 2 foul shots. It was rumored after the game that the "Hot Shot" Indians of Fort Twin will try to return the favor to the center, which is only topped by Bill G. The mace will be played in New York on the Cardinal Square Gardens court. The Bantams had the semi's with a beating a score of 64-42. The consolation, which was battled both Buckle, 34-36 and Wesleyan 26-25 was an interesting game.

The Trinity Intramural archery championship was won by Chief Triztel, from the Peele, representing the Iota Beta Hock fraternity. The title had been held for the past few years by Fin Shaff who was eliminated in the semi-final round by Chief Triztel. The chief was the underdog of the tournament in spite of the fact that he was Champion of the Cherokee tribe. Those who did the seeding were still inclined to go along with Shaff however.

As was the case all season long, the Heavies led by sub-star Bob Barrows for their star center big Sam Nakano, Sam scored on two field goals and 2 foul shots. It was rumored after the game that the "Hot Shot" Indians of Fort Twin will try to return the favor to the center, which is only topped by Bill G. The mace will be played in New York on the Cardinal Square Gardens court. The Bantams had the semi's with a beating a score of 64-42. The consolation, which was battled both Buckle, 34-36 and Wesleyan 26-25 was an interesting game.
A student wearing a graduation cap and gown.

**THE TRINITY TRIPOD**

**April 1, 1950**

**D. F. R.**

**DELTA KAPPA EPSILON:** Things at old "89" were relatively quiet this week until the weekend rolled around. On Friday evening, the Chapter was pleased to entertain several of its favorite alumni who stayed for dinner and the meeting afterward. Many thanks to our steward for serving a delicious dinner that night. Friday afternoon, the usual contingent headed for their usual weekend gatherings. They did not return until late Sunday and as usual, reported having the time of their lives. The rest of the brethren who remained on campus under the pretext of getting some work done, gave in at the last moment and held a small party on Saturday night. Much credit is due our party chairman for making the occasion such a success. Who was she anyway, Bill? Eh?

**QUESTION OF THE WEEK:** Who was seen escorting into what restaurant on what night last week? How about that Joe? Eh?

**O. P. A.**

**THETA XI:** Your reporter finds that the Chapter spent a very quiet week, he really hasn't much news. However, thanks are due to the Interior Decorating Committee and the Exterior Decorating Committee who, realizing that Spring was at hand, busied themselves with washing windows, scrubbing floors, touching up the woodwork, reroofing the lawn and planting new shrubs. On both Friday and Saturday afternoons, many of the brethren expressed their thanks and satisfaction by sending to all four points of the campus a female companion. They didn't return until Saturday evening, and all reported their ventures as having been very enjoyable. Who was that short blonde you were seen with Tom? Eh?

**K. G. O.**

**ALPHA DELTA PHI:** Spent a quiet week in anticipation of weekend safaris and activities. In spare moments, however, much was done in the way of Spring housecleaning. Many thanks are due the Laves Committee for their fine work done around the trash barrels and incinerator. Credit is also due the window-washing chairman, who managed to rally his men at the last minute. Many of the brethren finally turned themselves from their lethargy, and took off Friday for several of the local institutions to visit their "famous P_fatal." How was she, Friday Jim? Eh?

The rest of the members of 122 Vernon Street decided to conserve their energy by having a party at the Chapter house Saturday night. Congratulations to our newly elected entertainment committee who all did a swell job. All agreed that the party was a great success, due mainly to their efforts of the "fellow committee." Late Sunday, our travelers returned with wild tales of their doings abroad, and all said it was one of the finest weekends in a long time. Much credit is due our party chairman for making the occasion such a success. Who was she anyway, Bill? Eh?

**DELTA PHI EPSILON:** Ditto. DELTA PHI: Ditto. ALPHALPHA PHI: Ditto. TAU ALPHA: Ditto. DELTA PHI: Ditto. SIGMA XI: Spent a very busy week and should feel awfully proud of all the wonderful things the Chapter and its alumni accomplished during that short time. The Variety canoe-tipping team composed almost entirely of Sigma Xi's, won all three of its races, namely through the efforts of our boys who scored 3,027 of the total 3,230 points compiled. The Varsity Wrestling and Badminton squads did not fare so well, but it is indeed gratifying to know that at least the Sigma Xi's hold up their end of the competition. Also, the way things have been going, it looks as if our boys are once again going to win the Interfraternity Athletic Cup with no trouble this year. The brethren have been spending a lot of time studying lately and the house Grid Club has been holding regular practices so that the Chapter can continue its excellent standing in those two fields. News from the alumnifax is to the effect that three of our old boys have been elected presidents of large national firms recently, and might have been bestowed honorary degrees from other colleges. However, there is one disheartening note this week. **Our magazine recently revised its All-Time, All-College-Sport All-America roster and one Sigma Xi was disqualified for having turned pro.**

**Mr. Patronic the Union Throte, It Payth.**

**THE TRINITY TRIPOD**

**Around the Quad . . .**

Trinity College Trustee J. Frothingham Beachmaston caught by the alert TRIPe cameraman as he inspected Faculty Housing during one of Bubble 13's open-house days.

Trinity College Trustee J. Broomhead Kincahead, pictured inspecting the basement of Ellen Thorne recently, after a heavy rainfall.

Pictured above is a member of the Trinity Outing Club returning from one of the club's recent jaunts.

In an exclusive picture by the TRIPe photographer, two members of the Trinity College Neutial Association are shown sweeping into the lead during a recent Regatta on the Connecticut River.

Thay, fellows, I'm just head over heels about you men. And I want to thay that right on the campath you'll find the Union Throte, where Ruthhh, the man with the thimle on hith fathe, ith waiting to thlothith your bithineth.

**The Patronise the Union Throte, It Payth.**

He's too young now, but Lester L. Llewellyn, pictured in a dramatic photo of conflict and pathos at Robert Drug, plans to join the select fraternity of Joe's College View Tavern as soon as he is in a position because he likes Trinity men. Says Lester, "Trin men are nice men. When they come to see my sis 12 year old carriouss Blanche, they give me a dime to leave. I been gettin' two or three dimes a night for years, but this year is the year. He won't let me trade 'em for beer. And that's what I want. Beer, beer, beer, beer, beer, beer, . . .

SO TO JOES FOR THE BAR TENDER WHO KNOWS . . . YOUR AGE.